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Abigail Hunt The straight line is godless 2019. Lake Joondalup Baptist College.

ABOUT THE ARTWORK
What motivated you to produce
your artwork?
For a long time, I have been drawn to
and enjoy simple scenes and the sense
of nostalgia that comes with them.
Even before I had to contemplate the
focus of my Year 12 artwork, I would
find my phone filling up with mundane,
everyday pictures.

I was looking at the metaphor
of human beings as light bulbs.
We all shine, dim, burn out
and break just like light bulbs.

Did your initial idea change during
the art making process?
Yes. Originally, I was looking at the
metaphor of human beings as light
bulbs. We all shine, dim, burn out and
break just like light bulbs. However, I
ended up focusing on the beauty of the
mundane and imperfect scenes which
make up my life.

If you were to choose one artist
that had the greatest influence
on your piece, who would it be
and why?
Friedensreich Hundertwasser for the
idea, as he is famously quoted saying,
“the straight line is godless.” I centred
my piece around this theme as I looked
at the beauty of the imperfect scenes
around my home. They weren’t new
and flashy like on Better Homes and
Gardens, but homely whilst carrying
a unique mundane beauty.
I was then influenced by Vilhelm
Hammershoi’s style and his depiction of
everyday scenes, especially how his use
of light affected the different quiet and
mundane scenes he painted.
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How did you decide on your
choice of materials?
The oil paint wasn’t a hard choice. I Iove
the medium but the painting on silk
screen came as an accident. I ordered
some canvases but then decided I didn’t
like the size. There were some old silk
screens sitting in the corner of the class
waiting for a new home. They were the
size which I wanted and then I thought,
why not give them a go? That’s how the
scenes came to be on used silk screens.

What advice would you give
future Art students who are keen
to exhibit their work in shows like
Pulse Perspectives? What advice
do you have for teachers?
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the painting in an all-nighter the
day before it is due. Being organised
allows you to make artistic choices
and changes to the painting as you
go without rushing. It will allow you to
evaluate the direction you are going
with your art and whether that’s the
desired result.
For teachers, I would ask them to trust
their students’ ideas, however crazy
they may seem to a conventional mind.
As Picasso said, “Every child is an
artist.” I think that we sometimes lose
the confidence in that inner artist when
we try to conform to the expectations,
whether perceived or real, of our parents
and teachers.

I guess my advice is to try and be
organised, so you don’t end up finishing

Learn more about Friedensreich Hundertwasser
Learn more about Vilhelm Hammershoi
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ABOUT THE ARTS
Why is art and creativity
important at times of
uncertainty and change?
Art can be important for many different
reasons. I personally use art to help me
process all my thoughts and feelings,
the way one might use a journal. Art can
also become important as it becomes
a record of the attitudes held by society
at a certain time during historical events
and social movements.
Art is also a language that everyone can
understand, regardless of nationality.
Everyone may take away different
messages and ideas from the piece due
to their varying cultural backgrounds,
however, is also a part of the magic
of art.
Art can become relatable to everyone,
no matter where the viewer comes
from or who they are and the viewer
can decide somewhat what the
message in the artwork is about.

In what ways do you think art
influences how you feel about
yourself, and how you connect
to others?
This, I feel, is a hard question which
doesn’t have one clear-cut answer.
Sometimes my art makes me think
I am very unique, other times it just
makes me feel like a cliché.

As to how I connect with others, well
once again, it is a hard question. We
connect with people on different levels
and subconsciously select which part
of our personality we choose to reveal.
With art, the difference is that we
reveal ourselves or a part of ourselves
through our art, and leave the viewer to
interpret what he/she sees, as opposed
to presenting a filtered image that we
believe the individual would like to see.

What career path are you
embarking on, and has The
Arts impacted your choice?
At the moment I am travelling around
Japan and working at a guest house on
the beach. I hope that maybe next year
I will study fine arts at university but
nothing is decided yet.

What do you feel young people
need from AGWA at this time of
rapid change while Galleries are
physically closed?
A space where they can look for
inspiration and also share their art when
they are stuck at home.

Is there a song, book, memory,
feeling, artist or state of mind that
inspires your practice that might
support other artists to create
at home?
A quote from Friedensreich
Hundertwasser “The straight line
is godless.”

I personally use art to help me
process all my thoughts and
feelings, the way one might
use a journal.
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ARTIST STATEMENT
The straight line is godless
Oil paint on silk screens.

As the artist Hundertwasser said
“the straight line is godless”. My work
is about the search for beauty in the
imperfection of the sterile, mundane,
northern suburbs world where
everything is perfect, new and
commercialised. My paintings are of
ordinary, chaotic places which are far
from perfect, yet can still be strangely
beautiful and precious. The old silk
screens which I have painted have a
beauty of their own as they allow light
to flow through them and manipulate
the scene in a unique way.
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Abigail Hunt The straight line is godless 2019. Lake Joondalup Baptist College
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Abigail Hunt The straight line is godless 2019. Lake Joondalup Baptist College. Rotate 90 to view.
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Abigail Hunt The straight line is godless 2019. Lake Joondalup Baptist College.
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Process image (1) accompanying Abigail Hunt The straight line is godless 2019. Lake Joondalup Baptist College. Rotate 90 to view.
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Process image (2) accompanying Abigail Hunt The straight line is godless 2019. Lake Joondalup Baptist College.
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Art connects us with ourselves,
each other, and the world.

artgallery.wa.gov.au
#artgallerywa
#agwapulse
#pulseperspectives

